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Description: Lighting Sample Quotation

Item Description Price Qty Total

Onsmo Lumilite PRO 150W (SL-150) £100.00 4 £400.00

Onsmo Lumipanel PRO 1200 £0.00 5 £0.00

Onsmo LumiPanel 500 Pro LED £80.00 5 £400.00

Onsmo LumiAir Ultra Thin LED (1 Light) £50.00 2 £100.00

Collapsible Reflector 110cm Round (5 in 1) £25.00 2 £50.00

Thank you for your business.

This quotations is valid for 30 days from the date of quotation.

Sub Total:

Tax:

£950.00

£0.00

TOTAL £950.00
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ITEM SPECIFICATION

Photo Item Description

Onsmo Lumilite PRO 150W (SL-150)

Lumilite SL150W offers high light brightness and color rendering index with powerful LED beads. It creates 
stable light resource and even
illumination for video recording, photojournalistic and wedding shooting, etc
The Color Rendering index is over 95,TLCI(Qa) is over 90 and R9 is over 70, Presenting the Objects 
authentically
Wirelessly adjust Light Brightness, wireless 433MHz 6 groups & 16 channels grouping system
Large-Sized LCD Panel, Setting auto saved
With Temperature control function to prevent overheating

Onsmo Lumipanel PRO 1200

LED digital light is controlled by microcomputer chip, digital tube display. It has the following characteristics: 
the output power stepless adjustable light, security isolation dc voltage power supply. Can be articulated 
with camera battery, provide convenient for outdoor shooting.It also has the built-in temperature protection
circuit, built-in automatic cooling system.

Note : Converter is needed if you plan to purchase the lithium battery to use outdoor or without indoor 
cable.

Onsmo LumiPanel 500 Pro LED

Onsmo LumiPanel offers high light brightness and color rendering index with high-quality LED beads, 
presenting the objects authentically. The video light is equipped with a remote control to adjust brightness 
and grouping dimming wirelessly, and a large LCD panel to display the brightness and temperature precisely.
It’s creates stable light resource and even illumination for video recording, photojournalistic and wedding 
shooting, etc. The ability to use both AC adapter (included) and also battery lithium (sold sperately) enable 
this light to be very versatile on both outdoor and indoor assignment.

Onsmo LumiAir Ultra Thin LED (1 Light)

Onsmo LumiAir offers good brightness and color rendering index with high-quality Soft LED beads, 
presenting the objects authentically. The video light is equipped with a remote control to adjust brightness 
and grouping dimming wirelessly, and a large LCD panel to display the brightness and temperature precisely.
It’s creates stable light resource and even illumination for video recording, photojournalistic and wedding 
shooting, etc. The ability to use both AC adapter (included) and also battery lithium (sold sperately) enable 
this light to be very versatile on both outdoor and indoor assignment.

Onsmo LumiAir is suitable to create soft lighting (create softbox stil light) to give a nice wrapping on the 
subjects or products. The small size micro bead style LEDs give a much soft light compared to Onsmo 
LumiPanel. The difference between Lumi Panel is that Lumi Panel can be used to light up an object from far, 
while the Lumi Air is more suitable for near range usage.
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Collapsible Reflector 110cm Round (5 in 1)

Collapsible reflector disc includes the five most popular reflectors used in photography today. White, Silver, 
Gold, Black and Translucent, all contained in one easy-to-use zippered carry bag.

Silver - for contrast and increase highlights
Gold - achieve warm glowing skin tones
Black - block out unwanted light
White - produce neutral color temperature
Translucent - for softer look without shadow


